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REVIEW

Decoding Post-Translational Modiﬁcation
Crosstalk With Proteomics
Mario Leutert1,‡ , Samuel W. Entwisle1,2,‡, and Judit Villén1,2,*

Post-translational modiﬁcation (PTM) of proteins allows
cells to regulate protein functions, transduce signals and
respond to perturbations. PTMs expand protein functionality and diversity, which leads to increased proteome
complexity. PTM crosstalk describes the combinatorial
action of multiple PTMs on the same or on different proteins for higher order regulation. Here we review how
recent advances in proteomic technologies, mass spectrometry instrumentation, and bioinformatics spurred the
proteome-wide identiﬁcation of PTM crosstalk through
measurements of PTM sites. We provide an overview of
the basic modes of PTM crosstalk, the proteomic methods
to elucidate PTM crosstalk, and approaches that can
inform about the functional consequences of PTM
crosstalk.

Post-translational modiﬁcations (PTMs) of proteins at one or
more amino acid positions are covalent modiﬁcations that
occur during (co-translational) or after (post-translational) a
protein has been translated. In eukaryotic cells, PTMs have
been described on 15 of the 20 proteinogenic amino acids
side chains as well as the protein backbone. They come in a
great chemical diversity with >300 modiﬁcations known (1).
Most commonly studied PTMs are phosphorylation, glycosylation, addition of ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like proteins, acylations, and methylation. PTMs can be reversible and
dynamic, and they have the ability to change protein function.
Different PTMs lend themselves to different aspects of
biology. For example, reversible phosphorylation underlies
many signal transduction pathways, glycosylation modulates
the stability and structure of many membrane and secreted
proteins, ubiquitination targets proteins for degradation,
several lysine PTMs including acetylation and succinylation
are sensitive to metabolic state and can regulate transcription,
and diverse modiﬁcations converge on histone N-terminal tails
to control chromatin state and gene expression. Massspectrometry-based proteomics has led to the identiﬁcation
of tens of thousands of PTM sites across the proteome. For

the example of phosphorylation, it was found that the majority
of the human proteome has the potential to undergo modiﬁcation (2), global phosphorylation states can change within
seconds to minutes (3), and phosphorylation is virtually
involved in all cellular processes. However, PTMs do not exist
in isolation. Proteins are modiﬁed at multiple sites by various
PTMs simultaneously. The combinatorial action of multiple
PTMs on the same or on different proteins is termed PTM
crosstalk. PTM crosstalk adds an additional layer of functional
protein regulation and leads to an expansion in information
content of the proteome. In this review, we touch on the underlying cellular machinery that enables PTM crosstalk and
the functional concepts of PTM crosstalk and then focus in
detail on technologies that are within reach to study PTM
crosstalk proteome-wide.

The PTM Machinery
Central to PTM crosstalk is the molecular machinery that
controls PTMs and deﬁnes their cellular functions. As has
been conceptualized previously (4, 5), the PTM machinery
consists of “writers”, “erasers”, and “readers” (Fig. 1A).
Writers, e.g., kinases, ubiquitin ligases, and acetyltransferases, enzymatically catalyze the transfer of a modifying group onto protein substrates. These modifying groups
are usually transferred onto proteins as a single entity, but in
certain cases they can also be written as linear or branched
polymers (Fig. 1A). Conversely, erasers, e.g., phosphatases,
deubiquitinases, and deacetylases, confer reversibility by
catalyzing the removal of these modiﬁcations from protein
substrates. In speciﬁc cases, PTMs can also occur nonenzymatically through the action of reactive species, changes
in metabolite concentration, or pH shifts (6). Some PTMs are
non-reversible, for example, protein carbonylation or proteolytic cleavages of the protein backbone. Readers of PTMs
include a broad set of protein domains with high afﬁnity for
proteins with speciﬁc PTMs and are often the proteins that
transduce a PTM-dependent function. PTM writers and
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FIG. 1. The Toolbox for PTM crosstalk. A, the PTM machinery includes proteins that write, erase, and read the PTM. PTMs come in
reversible and non-reversible forms, as monomers, polymers, and branched polymers. B, different modes of PTM crosstalk are separated based
on intra- or inter-protein crosstalk. Proteins are illustrated in black, different PTMs as blue and red circles, the modiﬁcation site is depicted as “x.”

erasers require speciﬁc enzymatic activities. In cases, such as
kinases, where the enzymatic domain is well conserved, can
be identiﬁed using sequence alignment and their activity
validated by enzymatic assays (7). PTM readers, however,
constitute a variety of protein domains and are thus more
difﬁcult to systematically identify. Typically, writers and
erasers also have reader domains that regulate enzymatic
activity and determine substrate speciﬁcity. High-throughput
proteomics methods have begun to map the substrates of
PTM writers and erasers (8–10) as well as readers (11, 12).
Future efforts to map the substrate speciﬁcity of writers and
erasers, and to identify additional PTM readers and their targets, will be very important for a full understanding of PTM
crosstalk mechanisms.

Intra- and Inter-Protein PTM Crosstalk
In this review, we deﬁne crosstalk between PTMs when one
PTM directly inﬂuences the addition, removal, or function of
another PTM. Previous reviews have further classiﬁed types of
PTM crosstalk (5, 13, 14), highlighting diverse underlying
mechanisms. We summarize these previous classiﬁcations by
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deﬁning two broad categories of PTM crosstalk: intra- and
inter-protein PTM crosstalk. In intra-protein PTM crosstalk,
the modiﬁcations occur on the same protein, and in interprotein PTM crosstalk, the modiﬁcations occur on separate
proteins. As ﬁrst articulated by Hunter, both types of PTM
crosstalk can be either “positive” or “negative” (14), where a
PTM either triggers or blocks the regulation of another PTM,
respectively.
Both intra- and inter-protein PTM crosstalks can manifest in
different ways, outlined in Figure 1B. Perhaps the most
commonly observed mode of intra-protein PTM crosstalk is the
interdependence of different modiﬁed residues in nearby
sequence space. Classic examples of this are the histone H3
N-terminal modiﬁcations that regulate chromatin state (15),
multisite phosphorylation of the C-terminal repeats of RNA
polymerase II that regulates gene expression (16), processive
phosphorylation by GSK3 (17), and “phosphodegrons” at PEST
sequences, wherein phosphorylation promotes ubiquitination
of a proximal lysine residue and subsequent degradation by the
ubiquitin-proteasome system (18). Proximal PTM crosstalk can
be positive, e.g., ubiquitination that is dependent on proximal

PTM Crosstalk

phosphorylation, sumoylation, or ADP-ribosylation (18–20), or
negative, as when histone H3R2 dimethylation prevents H3K4
trimethylation (21, 22). In principle, intra-protein PTM crosstalk
can also occur on residues that are distant in sequence but are
structurally proximal or act allosterically. Another type of PTM
crosstalk is direct competition, a form of negative crosstalk
wherein two different modiﬁcations can occur on the same
residue, and each modiﬁcation inhibits the addition of the other.
For example, O-GlcNAcylation on Ser16 of estrogen receptor β
may protect from phosphorylation-mediated degradation, as
mutation of Ser16 to a phosphomimetic caused increased
turnover (23). In more complex cases, the modifying group can
itself be modiﬁed. Polymeric PTMs such as poly-ubiquitination,
glycosylation, and poly-ADP-ribosylation are common in
biology, and the mechanisms regulating their speciﬁc branching structure are another form of PTM crosstalk, however,
beyond the scope of this review (24, 25). PTMs themselves can
also be modiﬁed by different PTMs. Notably, ubiquitin conjugated to target proteins can be acetylated and phosphorylated,
affecting ubiquitin polymerization state and target protein
speciﬁcity (26–28). In sum, intra-protein PTM crosstalk centers
individual protein molecules as signaling hubs that integrate
post-translational signals from multiple sources.
Many examples of inter-protein PTM crosstalk, where one
PTM affects the regulation of a PTM on a different protein,
have been known for decades. Protein kinases, which control
phosphorylation on numerous downstream substrates, typically require phosphorylation of their activation loop for full
activity. As regulation of kinase activity is a rich and welltrodden ﬁeld, for this review, we will focus more on PTM
crosstalk via direct modulation of enzyme activity that has
been observed for different PTMs. For example, phosphorylation of certain E3 ligases can enhance or block ubiquitination
of their protein targets (14). Inter-protein PTM crosstalk can
also occur via regulating binding surfaces for modifying enzymes. For example, as was reviewed previously (13), formation of the kinetochore during mitosis, which is essential for
chromosome segregation and avoiding aneuploidy, requires
coordinated inter-protein PTM crosstalk to establish dynamic
protein interaction surfaces. In sum, inter-protein PTM
crosstalk is a complex and decentralized form of signal processing and is a critical and widespread aspect of biology.
Overall, intra- and inter-protein PTM crosstalks allow the
cell rapid implementation of complex, integrating signaling
processing modules in the form of switches and recognition
motifs that can serve as logical gates in signaling networks.

immunoﬂuorescence using an antibody against the PTM. These
experiments have uncovered numerous examples of biologically
relevant PTM crosstalk. However, there is accumulating evidence that PTM crosstalks are widespread in the proteome. The
PTMcode web resource (29) compiles ~200 manually validated
examples of intra-protein PTM crosstalk in the human proteome
among ten selected PTM types (Fig. 2). In addition, using over 1
million validated or predicted PTM sites in their database, they
predict many more examples of potential PTM crosstalk based
on evidence for same residue competition (~8500), structural
distance (~18,100), and coevolution (~1,432,000) (Fig. 2). Massspectrometry-based proteomics allows the identiﬁcation of
thousands of PTMs at single amino acid resolution and their
quantiﬁcation across different proteomic states (30). For this
reason, it is an ideal technology to explore PTM crosstalks at a
proteomic scale. In the subsequent sections, we describe
biochemical assays, sample preparation strategies, MS acquisitions methods, and computational approaches to systematically uncover PTM crosstalk proteome-wide (Fig. 3).

Parallel Analysis of Multiple PTMs
Arguably, the simplest approach to identify intra-protein
PTM crosstalk involves the parallel analysis of multiple PTMs,
where the enrichment for peptides containing each of the
modiﬁcations can be conducted in parallel (31), sequentially
(32–34), or simultaneously (35, 36) (Fig. 3A). Alternatively
deep-fractionation methods have also yielded identiﬁcation of
many modiﬁed peptides (37) (Fig. 3A). While most experiments
in this group were not designed to identify PTM crosstalks, the
data can be inspected for co-occurrence of PTMs on the
same peptide, PTMs targeting the same residue, and exclusion of PTMs nearby other PTMs as demonstrated in the case
of GlcNAc and phosphorylation (34).
In fact, standard phosphoproteomic experiments already
yield a large fraction of peptides containing two or three
phosphosites allowing the study of their crosstalk (38). Efﬁcient enrichment for one modiﬁcation can also yield peptides
harboring two chemically distinct modiﬁcations. For example,
in a study of SUMO-modiﬁed proteins, Hendriks et al. (39)
identiﬁed SUMO-modiﬁed peptides that also harbored one of
phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, acetylation, arginine methylation, and lysine methylation modiﬁcations. Interestingly 9%
of all SUMOylations occurred in close proximity to phosphorylation and numerous SUMOylations were fully dependent on prior phosphorylation. This approach also conﬁrmed
and further elucidated extensive hybrid-chain crosstalk within
SUMO family members, ubiquitin, and NEDD8 (39).

PROTEOMIC METHODS TO IDENTIFY PTM CROSSTALK

Traditionally, PTM crosstalk has been studied in a targeted
manner on candidate cross-talking PTMs. Experiments involved
biochemical in vitro reactions, genetic or chemical perturbations,
and detection of PTM states by labeling the PTM (e.g., radioactive ATP in an in vitro kinase reaction) or by western blot or

Enrichment of Multiple Modiﬁed Peptides and Proteins
Methods have been designed to separate peptides containing two distinct modiﬁcations from peptides containing
only one. For example, we used strong-cation exchange
fractionation prior to enrichment with a di-glycyl antibody to
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FIG. 2. Predicted PTM crosstalk. Network plot indicating experimentally measured and predicted intra-protein crosstalk of selected PTMs in
humans based on data collected and computed by PTMcode2 (29). Nodes correspond to selected PTM types and edges represent their
connectivity. Edge color is indicative of crosstalk evidence (manual identiﬁcation, same residue, structural prediction, or coevolution), and weight
of the edge corresponds to observed/predicted pairs. The plot visualizes the immense space of potential crosstalk between PTMs in contrast to
the few experimentally observed connections.

separate peptides containing both ubiquitylation and phosphorylation sites from peptides containing either PTM alone
and identiﬁed 437 comodiﬁed peptides.
The methods described above are constrained to modiﬁcations occurring in close sequence proximity, which can be
identiﬁed in the same peptide. In order to detect co-occurring
PTMs that are distant in sequence, a serial PTM enrichment
approach can be applied, where enrichment of one PTM at the
protein level is followed by enrichment of a second PTM at the
peptide level (Fig. 3A). We have applied this approach to
identify phosphosites that are unique to ubiquitinated protein
forms in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (40). We enriched for
ubiquitinated proteins using a His-tagged ubiquitin, ubiquitinated and nonubiquitinated protein fractions were trypsindigested and further enriched for phosphopeptides and diGly peptides. We found that 36% of ubiquitinated proteins
also contained at least one phosphorylated residue (321
ubiquitinated phosphoproteins).

Identiﬁcation of Multiple Modiﬁed Peptides
Identiﬁcation of peptides harboring multiple PTMs is required
for several experimental approaches to study intra-protein PTM
crosstalk described above. In protein sequence database
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searches of mass spectra PTMs are deﬁned as variable modiﬁcations on the corresponding amino acids, and all possible
forms of modiﬁed candidate peptides need to be considered to
score a query spectrum. To obtain peptide identiﬁcations,
scoring thresholds for peptide spectral matches with a deﬁned
false discovery rate (FDR) need to be computed, which can be
done using target-decoy strategies (41). However, when this
method is applied collectively across a dataset, the FDR may be
different for unmodiﬁed, modiﬁed, and multiply modiﬁed peptides due to their different proportions in the protein sample, the
different search space, and PTM-speciﬁc fragmentation patterns (42, 43). To improve the FDR accuracy, the FDR of
modiﬁed peptides can be estimated separately, for example, by
computing the relationship of the global FDR to that of the
subgroup of PTM-containing peptides (42, 44). However, this
strategy has not been widely applied yet.
One particularly challenging case is the identiﬁcation and
quantiﬁcation of PTMs on histone peptides due to their high
modiﬁcation state and numerous isobaric forms. For this
application speciﬁc software has been developed to differentiate and quantify histone peptides with different modiﬁcation marks using, among other parameters, PTM retention
time relationships (45).

PTM Crosstalk
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illustrated as black tangled lines, peptides are shorter linear black lines, different PTMs as blue and red circles. B, technologies to directly study
PTM crosstalk and functional consequences of PTM crosstalk.
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Open Modiﬁcation Searches
Identifying unknown or unexpected modiﬁcations on peptides in complex mixtures measured by MS is a nontrivial task,
but required to unbiasedly discover single or even combinatorial modiﬁcations of a peptide. Because searching for many
possible modiﬁcations is impractical using classical database
searches, several approaches (46) and specialized computational tools have been developed that empower open modiﬁcation searches for the comprehensive identiﬁcation of
modiﬁed peptides (47–51). Open search strategies allow large
mass differences on the order of several hundreds of Dalton
between unmodiﬁed peptide sequences and experimentally
observed precursors to identify a modiﬁed spectrum. The
observed delta mass of the modiﬁed versus the unmodiﬁed
precursor and fragment ions allows the identiﬁcation of PTMs,
chemical modiﬁcations, amino acid substitutions, and cleavage variants of known masses. By applying an open search
approach including unknown masses of ±500 Da to
proteome-wide data of HEK293 cells, Chick et al. (46) achieved a 46% increase in identiﬁcations. About 20% of the
additional modiﬁed peptides consisted of potentially biological relevant modiﬁcations, and among these they were able to
identify peptides harboring multiple phosphorylations and
glycosylations. Development of novel open search software
has advanced to a level where these tools are practical to use.
For example, MSFragger allows fast and sensitive open
modiﬁcations searches using a fragment-ion indexing method
(49) and a suite of accompanying tools that allow localization
of the modiﬁcation (52) and comprehensive modiﬁcation
annotation (53) all integrated into a graphical user interface.
Applying MSFragger to afﬁnity puriﬁcation experiments
enabled deep exploration of protein modiﬁcation states of
enriched proteins (49) and correlation of different modiﬁcations across many conditions in large datasets (53). Applying
open modiﬁcation searches to deep-fractionated samples or
PTM enriched samples has the potential to uncover peptides
that contain additional unknown modiﬁcations that would
otherwise remain unidentiﬁed. Open modiﬁcation searches
should be considered for studies aiming at discovering novel
layers of PTM crosstalk and can be applied in combination
with several of the sample preparation approaches discussed
above.

Middle-Down Proteomics
Middle-down proteomics is a discipline that aims at analysing long peptides (~25–100 amino acid residues). In this
special application of bottom-up proteomics, different digestion strategies are employed to obtain longer peptides than
those formed by trypsin digestion (54) (Fig. 3A). This has the
advantage of increasing the probability to detect multiple cooccurring PTMs in one peptide thereby allowing measurement
of medium-range intra-protein PTM crosstalk. Middle-down
proteomics has extensively been applied to characterize and
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catalog interdependent and mutually exclusive PTMs in
heavily modiﬁed proteins such as histones (55–57). Furthermore, middle-down proteomics has been used to characterize
ubiquitin chain topology and branching (58, 59). So far middledown proteomics has been mainly applied to study PTM
crosstalk on puriﬁed protein samples or on a few selected
PTMs; however, applications with deep proteome coverage
are within reach. Middle-down approaches are compatible
with several of the methods we discuss in this review and can
potentially lead to broader coverage of co-occurring PTMs.

Top-Down Proteomics
In top-down proteomics, whole proteins are measured by
mass spectrometry, overcoming the challenge of inferring
protein identity from peptide fragments and providing proteoform resolution (60, 61) (Fig. 3A). Direct analysis of proteins
can reveal intra-protein PTM crosstalk by identifying combinations of PTMs regardless of their sequence proximity, as
well as PTM hierarchies (62). For example, top-down investigations of cardiac troponin revealed the identity and order of co-occurring phosphorylation sites (63). More recently,
top-down approaches have been applied to map proteoform
landscapes of cardiac sarcomeric proteins and their differential phosphorylation in patient samples (64).
Native top-down proteomics goes a step further and aims at
preserving noncovalent protein interactions. This allows the
analysis of protein complexes and their PTMs, thereby
enabling the study of inter-protein PTM crosstalk (65). Indeed,
a recent study applied native top-down mass spectrometry to
quantify the relative abundance of histone isoforms and their
respective PTM-proteoforms from endogenous nucleosome
preparations in a single mass spectrum (66). While limited by
low throughput, low proteome coverage, and protein-speciﬁc
sample preparation considerations, top-down methods are
highly complementary to bottom-up approaches and allow for
complex patterns of intra- and inter-protein PTM cooccurrence to be measured for proteins and complexes of
interest.
HIGH-THROUGHPUT FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PTM
CROSSTALK

The approaches described above allow proteome-wide
identiﬁcation of PTMs that co-occur in the proteome, cooccur on the same protein, or co-occur in spatial proximity
and thereby allow us to make predictions and inferences
about potential PTM crosstalk. This is valuable information
and will inform biological research; however, in most cases
this is not direct evidence for PTM crosstalk. To obtain functional evidence of PTM crosstalk proteome-wide, more elaborate analyses need to be employed that capture direct
interactions of PTMs or between PTMs and the PTM machinery. In the following section, we will discuss approaches
that allow assessment of combinatorial PTM action (Fig. 3B).

PTM Crosstalk

Enzymatic Assays
One classical way of looking at PTM crosstalk is by performing enzymatic in vitro assays on puriﬁed proteins to uncover the inﬂuence of an already present PTM on a second
PTM attachment reaction. The speciﬁcity for GSK3 was
discovered using this type of experiment, where in vitro
phosphorylation of a synthetic substrate peptide showed that
GSK3 prefers substrates with a priming phosphorylation at
the +4 position (17). Similar in vitro reactions can also be
performed on the whole proteome, on an enriched or synthesized peptide library using MS to track attachment of the
second PTM. These measurements can provide site speciﬁc
information on how reaction kinetics and substrate speciﬁcity
for the attachment of a PTM are inﬂuenced by an already
present PTM. This approach has been used to investigate the
inﬂuence of protein phosphorylation on subsequent OGlcNAcylation of the same substrate (67). For this, a complex
mixture of phosphopeptides was obtained by enrichment from
a human cell line tryptic digest. The phosphopeptide mixture
was subsequently incubated with recombinant O-GlcNAc
transferase (OGT) and samples were analyzed by MS for OGlcNAcylation sites. It was found that generally phosphorylation hampers O-GlcNAcylation at nearby sites. The authors
ultimately deﬁned a negative crosstalk motif (pS/pT)P(T/V/
A)(gS/gT), where phosphorylation of three amino acid residues
upstream from the putative O-GlcNAcylation site signiﬁcantly
inhibits modiﬁcation by OGT.
Moving forward, this approach could be expanded to
different PTM combinations to determine spatially close
positive and negative intra-protein PTM crosstalk. Care needs
to be taken, since in vitro PTM reactions are often unspeciﬁc
due to the lack of the cellular context. The availability of recombinant enzymes in combination with highly efﬁcient PTM
enrichment strategies and amino acid resolution achieved with
MS makes this approach an interesting avenue for mechanistic studies of interplay between PTMs.

library) (71) and higher-order structures (72). Overall this
approach is broadly applicable, relatively easy to adapt, and
has proven powerful to determine the functionality of cooccurring PTM marks, mainly on proteins and protein domains that are known to act as protein interaction hot spots.

Biological Perturbation of PTM Writers and Erasers
Genetic or chemical perturbations targeting the machinery
of a speciﬁc PTM can be used to modulate the state of that
PTM; and subsequent readout of a different PTM provides
insight in crosstalk of the two PTM types. This strategy has
been applied by upregulating O-GlcNAcylation levels in human cells by either overexpressing O-GlcNAc transferase or
inhibiting O-GlcNac hydrolase, and subsequently measuring
changes in global phosphorylation levels using phosphoproteomics. Many O-GlcNAcylation sites were occupying previously phosphorylated sites or located in close proximity to
them, underscoring the reciprocal crosstalk between these
two PTMs (67, 73).
Another approach employed the genome-reduced bacterium Mycoplasma pneumoniae and genetically deleted its only
two protein kinases together with its unique protein phosphatase or its two putative N-acetyltransferases (74). The
authors then measured proteome-wide effects on protein
abundance, phosphorylation, and lysine acetylation. Phosphorylation as well as acetylation levels were affected when
the machinery for the other PTM was absent conﬁrming broad
and interdependent post-transcriptional crosstalk of the two
PTMs (74). Targeted biological perturbations in combination
with the proteomic methods described before offer many
possibilities to dissect interaction between PTMs and the PTM
machinery. The approaches described above could also be
used to identify novel cases of inter-protein PTM crosstalk, if
modiﬁcations to known writers or erasers are discovered,
which may regulate their activity and help to explain other
changes to PTM levels in the same dataset.

Integrating Evolutionary and Structural Data
Identiﬁcation of Readers of Combinatorial PTMs
In several cases it was found that PTMs need to be present
in speciﬁc combinations in order for a reader protein to bind
and initiate a biological response. For example, a dual histone
H3 modiﬁcation mark consisting of Ser10 phosphorylation
and Lys14 acetylation is needed to recruit the transcription
machinery for expression of the p21 gene (68). To address
combinatorial dependencies of PTMs to recruit protein complexes, several techniques have been developed that employ
quantitative afﬁnity puriﬁcation MS. Some of the initial
methods used a synthetic bait peptide with deﬁned combinations of PTMs to pull down interacting proteins that are
speciﬁc to the PTM combination (69, 70). This approach has
been extended and adapted to identify readers of PTM combinations in peptide libraries (e.g., a 5000-member, PTMrandomized combinatorial histone H3 N-terminus peptide

As described above, MS/MS-based proteomics has provided a wealth of data on individual and co-occurring PTMs,
yet leveraging this data to assess proteome-wide PTM
crosstalk remains a challenge. One strategy that has been
employed with some success involves integrating data from
different sources. Prior studies have analyzed PTM measurements from large-scale MS/MS experiments alongside protein
sequence conservation and structural information (75–77).
This work revealed that coevolution of PTM sites within the
same protein is especially common between residues in close
sequence and spatial proximity and that spans a range of
cellular functions (78–80). Subsequent analysis identiﬁed a set
of short linear motifs that may be important for regulating
intra-protein PTM crosstalk (81). A more recent analysis of
PTM hotspots on protein domains identiﬁed conserved
phosphorylation clusters enriched near interaction interfaces
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and catalytic residues (82). Large-scale efforts to map PTM
sites across different species can lead to a phylogenetic understanding of PTM sites and types, such as their origin and
evolutionary trajectories (83). Elucidating the coevolution of
protein sequences at PTM sites and for the corresponding
PTM machinery can reveal functional dependencies and shed
light on PTM crosstalk mechanisms (79). For these approaches to be successful, we need to increase the phylogenetic coverage of the species studied.
WEB RESOURCES AND DATABASES

The accumulation of extensive PTM proteomic datasets has
provided the opportunity to integrate the data in interactive
databases, develop tools to compute and classify functional
association between different PTMs, and predict crosstalk
(Fig. 4).
Minguez et al. developed the PTM code database (https://
ptmcode.embl.de) (29, 84), which aggregates experimentally
veriﬁed PTMs from a variety of public databases. In the second
and newest version of PTM code, 300,000 experimentally
detected PTMs of 69 types from 19 different eukaryotic species
were integrated together with evolutionary, structural, and
protein–protein interaction data (29). To consolidate knowledge
and minimize missing values, PTM sites were propagated
across species where possible, which expanded the dataset to
over 1.3 million PTMs. From this large resource, the authors
make proteome-wide predictions of PTM crosstalk between
modiﬁed residues that exhibit evolutionary coconservation and/
or proximity in physical space (29). In addition, this resource
can be used to predict PTM sites involved with regulating
previously characterized protein–protein interactions.

Another resource, the PTM-X web server (http://bioinfo.
bjmu.edu.cn/ptm-x/), aims at predicting intra- and inter-PTM
crosstalk (85). PTM-X was trained on different features
extracted from literature curated data for 193 PTM crosstalk
pairs in 77 human proteins to predict intra-protein PTM
crosstalk and on 199 PTM crosstalk pairs in 82 pair of human
proteins to predict inter-protein PTM crosstalk (85). On the
PTM-X web server, PTM sites can be queried and predictive
scores for crosstalk obtained.
DbPTM (http://dbptm.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/index.php) is an integrated database that aims at bringing together many databases and resources containing experimentally veriﬁed and
predicted PTMs resulting in hundreds of thousands PTM sites
(86). DbPTM takes a stand on PTM crosstalk by summarizing
neighboring PTMs in a speciﬁed protein sequence window
length and subjects them to motif discovery and functional
enrichment analysis.
CrosstalkDB (http://crosstalkdb.bmb.sdu.dk) is a small
database of middle-down experiments on histones. It allows
the user to explore histone modiﬁcation dynamics over several
biological conditions and visualizes codependent as well as
mutually exclusive histone marks (55, 87).
Proteome-wide analysis of PTM measurements in
conjunction with structural and evolutionary data is a powerful
way to generate hypotheses about the existence and function
of inter- and intra-protein PTM crosstalk. For example, one
recent study integrated results from PTMcode, DbPTM, as
well as other repositories of PTM, protein–protein interaction,
and disease variant data to analyze predicted PTM
crosstalk events on sirtuin-interacting proteins (88). Extensive
datasets of isolated PTM exist and can be combined and integrated; however, bigger datasets of experimentally validated

• PTM types
• protein accession
• protein region or residue

PTMcode 2
known and predicted
PTM crosstalk
• PTM propagation
between species
• co-evolution
• competing PTMs
• structural distance
• manual annotation
• regulatory hotspots
• PTM network
• PTM functional associations
• PPI network
• Residue conservation score

• protein accession(s)
• PTM sites

PTM-X
naive Bayes model
• sequence distance
• structural distance
• disordered region
• residue co-evolution
prediction of inter- and intraprotein PTM crosstalk

protein accession

• protein accession
• histone peptide

dbPTM

Crosstalk DB

PTM database
• public data
• literature curation

neighboring PTMs:
motif discovery
functional enrichment

histone PTM
database
• middle down MS
• different biological
conditions
interaction patterns
between
histone modifications

FIG. 4. Web resources and databases to study PTM crosstalk. The PTMcode2, PTM-X, dbPTM, and CrosstalkDB are described. Illustration outlines type and form of input query, underlying algorithm or type of database and expected output.
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inter- and intra-protein PTM crosstalk are highly demanded to
generate more sophisticated models and achieve higher prediction power for PTM crosstalk.

DISCUSSION

Proteomic technologies have allowed the identiﬁcation of
hundreds of PTMs collectively targeting hundreds of thousands of sites in the proteome of diverse organisms. The
proteomic approaches described here allow to measure and
quantify PTMs that co-occur in the proteome or on the same
protein. Measurement of co-occurring PTMs is informative
and might hint at PTM interplay; however, localization of PTMs
to the same protein typically does not provide enough evidence of functional crosstalk. Several approaches have been
developed to bridge the gap between PTM co-occurrence and
PTM crosstalk by perturbing one type of PTM and measuring
the effect on another. These functional assays are crucial to
uncover PTM crosstalk as an additional layer of proteome
regulation.
Beyond the methods that have already been applied to
identify PTM crosstalk, there are two areas of proteomics that
we think are poised to increase our knowledge of crosstalks.
The ﬁrst area is quantitative (PTM) proteomics in multiperturbation experiments. As we increase complexity of our
experiments, including tens to hundreds of biological conditions or perturbations, it becomes increasingly feasible to
correlate the abundance proﬁles of distinct PTMs on a protein
to identify intra-protein crosstalk by coregulation (40). These
experiments can be further extended with measurements of
protein abundance, protein subcellular localization, protein
structural properties, gene expression, or metabolic ﬂuxes to
assess the function of the PTM or the PTM crosstalk.
The second area is the analysis of protein complexes using
afﬁnity puriﬁcation, BioID, cross-linking, or size-exclusion
chromatography followed by mass spectrometry (89, 90) Systematic proﬁling of PTM states of proteins within protein
complexes or cellular structures will allow identiﬁcation of codependent or mutually exclusive PTMs that may reveal interand intra-protein crosstalk that shape complex assembly and
composition.
Methods, data, and analysis tools are now available to
study PTM biology proteome-wide. Innovative ways to
combine these approaches will reveal the various facets of
PTM crosstalk.
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